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May ’98

It was rush hour on the subway on that chilly day in the 

month of May. Masses of people crowded the city cellars, 

each on his way home. The homeless people started to 

stake their territory for a sound sleep on the sooty wooden 

benches at the station. These guys know how to appreciate 

things. They appreciate leftovers of a repulsive meal they 

were given. They are thankful for every penny thrown at 

them in their crumbling, cartboard box homes. It seems 

they are quite content with their dog’s life. 

“Thank you, sir,” shrieked a stout homeless man in reaction 

to a ten cent coin that Uri lay near his head. 

“You’re welcome, sir,” he replied, embarrassed, and hurried 

away. 

Uri walked around the giant station in Times Square on 

Forty-Second Street. He wasn’t in a hurry. In his hands was a 

map of the subway, wrinkled from use. He had gotten quite 

a bit of mileage from it. 

For some reason, they don’t give them away anymore at the 

tokens sale points. In fact, they don’t have tokens anymore. 

Uri looked for the most reasonable line to West End 

Avenue, at the corner of Sixty-Third Street, and chose one 
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of the reds, whichever comes first. “This subway is a great 

thing,” he exclaimed to himself excitedly. “What speed... It’s 

so good and comfortable and cheap.” 

Loud music came out of one of the corners that was drawing 

a small crowd. It was very uncharacteristic for the hurrying 

masses of New York to stop and watch before evening. Two 

old black people were responsible for the sounds. One was 

beating on a 1950s drum set, something that looked similar 

to the flag bearer’s equipment in the Israeli Defense 

Forces, and the other was playing fantastically on a rusty 

saxophone, which used to be golden once. 

Uri stood up among the crowd and noticed the subway 

car in the corner of his eye coming into the station and 

competing with the music. The two old people didn’t notice. 

Another train could come up at any moment. But this kind 

of music might never come up again. Uri drew his camera 

out of the bag and took pictures out of gratitude for the two 

old black men. 

What a city
Crazy
God fucked you over
I shall fuck him back
How? 

He was drawn out with the crowd at the exit. It took him 

a few seconds to regain his senses. Broadway Avenue. 

Rain. Two blocks and three streets he had to stroll before 

he arrived at the empty apartment, which looks over gray 
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New Jersey. Sounds bombastic, and the view is absolutely 

ordinary and mundane. He must not forget to feed the cats. 

Such a burden. What does he have to do with animals? Boaz 

and Keren left him the apartment, drove to Maine, and 

made him swear to feed the two cats at least once a day. 

“The bathroom door must remain open at all times,” said 

Boaz in a dead-serious tone at Keren’s whispered urging – 

“because their bathroom is in there.” Uri finally realized the 

meaning of the cardboard box that was on the floor. On a 

carpet. 

“OK, anything else?”

“Keep the toilet cover down so that they won’t fall in.” 

This city drives him nuts. An everlasting crazy ritual of 

implausible hustle and bustle that one can never get used 

to. 

His mother once had an old aunt, Aunt Helen, who lived 

in New York and came to Israel once every couple of years. 

At the beginning of the 1960s these visits were a mutual 

excitement for everybody. Nobody in the family knew the 

exact kinship, but “family is family,” and once she even 

brought a present, a statue of the Empire State Building 

about the size of a Kent cigarette box, so no doubt this 

craziness had already begun then, at the age of five. 

“I love New York”, his mother announced once, a tourist of 

two and a half days, after a visit to Niagara Falls and before 

going to Las Vegas. It’s her right. 

Uri wondered which doorman would open the door to 

the building. The young one or the old one? People find 

themselves any kind of jobs. And they will get killed or kill 
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over these jobs. He should be eternally thankful to God for 

the job he has in Israel, even though he hates it. He often 

questions what he wants from himself – to get up every 

morning and say, “Thank you, God?” It isn’t fulfilling. He 

rolled there; it’s his job and that’s that. “But just imagine, 

you could be working on the assembly line of Pri-Ha’Emek,” 

one of his friends once told him. As a joke it was OK, not 

anymore. The idea did not appeal to him. 

Each block in the streets of New York is very long, and 

when you walk them all day, your legs get tired. He passed 

Lincoln Center, a big unimpressive complex containing a 

modern art museum, a library, a theater, an opera stage, 

and only the devil knows what else. Hundreds of Americans 

dressed elegantly filled the square. Another black tie event 

was taking place. 

Uri reached the last stoplight. The building was in front of 

him. A Yellow Cab waits at the entrance. At any moment, 

out of an 840-unit apartment building, someone is bound to 

pop out and want a cab. Unfortunately, the driver isn’t inside. 

A sudden urge came over Uri and he felt like dismantling 

the front logo of the Chevy, but he immediately gave it 

up as he remembered how NYPD cops act, at least on TV. 

He had no intention of getting to know any detectives or 

cops, Israeli or New York ones. Some time in the future he 

might be involved in an unsavory event, something like a 

murder, but as much as he hates clichés, sometimes there’s 

no choice. Sometimes reality exceeds fiction. 

Uri’s head was aching. A migraine was coming on. It didn’t 

matter the place, in Israel or abroad. He threw himself on 
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the crumpled sofa. He didn’t bother entering the bedroom. 

There’s a kind of sacredness about other people’s bedrooms. 

It’s a room unlike any other room. It’s sort of off-limits if 

it’s not yours. 

He saw the two cats; one of them was black and the other 

black and white. The black one was his favorite. He was the 

smart one; a street cat that his owners picked up one day. 

They weren’t hungry since he had filled their plates earlier 

in the morning. They just stood there, staring at him. Uri 

thought it was OK to raise animals, to feed them, take care 

of them, and pat them. But to ingratiate yourself and throw 

yourself at them – he never understood that. Personally, he 

always withdrew from animals. He even had a certain fear 

of them. 

He turned on the TV and found NBC, just in time for a 

Seinfeld rerun. George was at his best tonight. But, say what 

you will, Uri enjoyed it more with Hebrew subtitles. Elaine 

was gorgeous. A great comedian and a sweet girl. Cynical, 

dumb, and sexy. He loved her. This one is about the wig. 

Hilarious. He never understood, even when he first began 

going bald, why men wear such pathetic toupees on their 

heads. What is that? Is it attractive? Is it sexy? You can see 

it’s fake. So people know you are bald. So what does anyone 

gain from it? Disgusting. 

This week they are showing here the last episode of the 

Fantastic Four. All local networks will carry it. They have 

nothing else to carry, and it is wonderful. There are no 

road accidents, no Ultra-Orthodox Jews, and no blackmail. 

His brother is recording it for him. He became addicted 
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too, and now he cannot pass a single night without this 

broadcast slot. 

Uri felt tired. Jet lag. He’s been here only two days, and in 

Israel it is five or six in the morning. Finally he fell asleep. 
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Boaz is a restaurant owner, yet there is nothing to eat in his 

fridge. Nothing. A few cans of Israeli Mitzli and diet Pepsi 

– and that’s it. The cliché about the shoemaker who goes 

barefoot immediately comes to mind, but he doesn’t feel 

like Israeli bullshit right now. He’s in New York. 

He’s a good friend, Boaz. You can definitely say he has love 

in him. It took a while for them to become friends, and it 

started in a restaurant owner-client relationship, including 

payment for a short telephone call that Uri made home, 

not to mention the expensive prices for the meals he ate. 

It was in November 1992 when he reached the hospital 

in New York, sick and confused. During one of the breaks 

between medical exams, he went down to grab something 

to eat at Boaz’s restaurant, which was located exactly under 

the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center. Now he is 

in the city under different circumstances, and he feels a 

completely different kind of excitement. 

Uri woke up early. The uncomfortable sofa and his 

obsessive need to explore the city and experience it caused 

his uncharacteristic and early-morning wakeup. Today he 

has a few options of what to do, but until he actually steps 

out of the house, it is clear that he won’t exactly decide 
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what to do and where to do it. A drive to Washington was 

dropped. This time, just like his previous five visits to the 

Big Apple, he would probably not leave town. Also, he will 

not travel to Atlantic City, the big gambler that he is. The 

meeting is tomorrow; today he has time to fulfill some of 

his urban fantasies that he always dreamed about in Israel. 

“You’ve got to do something with yourself this time,” 

decided Ofrah. This time he would enjoy traveling abroad. 

He would get the most out of the price of the flight ticket. 

“You know I don’t have the hots for museums.” He tried to 

put off the constant badgering of his girlfriend, and not for 

the first time. 

“Then go see the White House; go to Atlantic City. The 

main thing is that you get out of that city for a while.” 

“OK, we’ll see.” 

Everything was fine with her, so he heard when he called 

yesterday. But everybody is worried about him. He didn’t 

go just to pass time, after all. It isn’t about being a casual 

tourist in the U.S. True, six and a half years have already 

passed since the sickness began, and true, the situation is 

good. God bless. 

“God bless,” he said to himself and couldn’t believe it. 

“God bless?” Who exactly is blessed here and why? Is it 

the famous Holy One blessed be He, the one on whose 

uncompromising holiness he was raised? The same blessed 

(OK, be He) that caused his sickness and almost destroyed 

his life and his family’s life? “But he also saved you, stupid,” 

he reproached himself, and remembered the Rebbe of 

Lubavitch dollar and the talisman of Rabbi Kaduri which 
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he wore under his shirt until recently. 

“Who are you to take responsibility and decide that it is not 

the Holy One blessed be He and his messengers on earth 

that weren’t the ones who saved you and gave you life? And 

besides, did someone make you go to them, to receive their 

blessings?” 

He was religious from day one. Dozens of years passed and he 

even started wondering about the meaning of this concept, 

religious. What does religious mean? The fact that his father 

went with a crocheted kippah? The fact that he went to a 

school that the Ministry of Education called “state religion”? 

Was it because of his grandmother and grandfather and 

because of his parents’ social considerations? 

What is the meaning of religious? Does keeping the 

commandments make a person religious? How many 

commandments does one have to keep in order to become 

religious? Six hundred and thirteen? Can one can settle 

for less? Does the fact that a person goes with his friends 

on Saturday afternoon to Bnei Akiva’s Ramat Gan branch 

make one religious? If you disappear in the middle of the 

road and climb a tree near the Machtesh stadium to watch 

soccer on Shabbat, does that make you nonreligious? 

There were periods that he felt ashamed and abashed and 

disappointed in himself. Especially when he was sent to 

a high school yeshiva, which was so fashionable in those 

days for the youth of “our community,” as the enlightened 

religious people were called by his parents who were 

enchanted by the new standards that were set by the new 

society they created for themselves when they arrived 
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as a young couple with three children from their rented 

apartment in the big city to Givataim, a small, evolving, 

and “enlightened” place. 

He was sent to a yeshiva and had to study Gemara for half a 

day. He tried to “insert meaning” into his prayer, according 

to the words of the scholarly rabbis, and never succeeded. 

He invested quite an effort to penetrate the special way of 

life, adopted all sorts of wobbling in the eighteen prayers, 

but it was all hypocrisy. The awful hypocrisy that started at 

the head of the yeshiva and the rabbis and trickled down 

to the last of the students. This hypocrisy did not grant 

him any rest, not even for a moment. He wanted to feel 

religious but never succeeded. 

“Do not go about spreading slander among your people” 

says the Torah. An explicit “no” from the Bible. And what 

did all these rabbis do during their breaks in the teacher’s 

lounge if not slander the whole world, while chain-

smoking cigarettes and bluntly ignoring the “Therefore 

watch yourselves very carefully” (ibid)? Religious? Who is 

religious? What is religious? 

His state is good, God bless. But it is cancer. The people 

close to him will always worry, always fear. He will never 

be an absolute master of himself, as he wished for so much 

at times. Wish for so much? Then why does he call Ofrah 

every day? Well, he had no strength to delve into that. 

“So what do you say, I call once every other day?” He tried 

to summarize the conversation. 

“Call whenever you can; don’t be uptight about it,” answered 

the sweet one. 

“OK.” 


